Visit www.thieme.com to order these and other new and bestselling titles in Radiology
MORE SKILLS

The book covers all exam categories, including non-interpretive skills (NIS), physics, safety, breast, cardiac, diagnostic radiology, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, interventional, musculoskeletal, neuroradiology, nuclear, pediatrics, thoracic, ultrasound/reproductive/endocrinology, vascular, and general radiology.

Chapters are composed of four types of test cases of varying focus and complexity, each on a two-page spread.

Essentials starts with a patient presentation, followed by board-type multiple-choice questions.

Details begins with a case presentation, followed by 10 rapid-fire questions, enabling brisk, high-volume learning.

Image Rich presents multiple images that require accurate identification, enabling accelerated, high-volume image assessment practice.

More Challenging follows the same format as Essentials but adds a higher degree of difficulty.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

- High-quality, board-type Q&A with detailed answer explanations
- High yield ‘Top Tips’ for each case
- Special radiology artifacts section
- Image Rich and Details sections aid in rapid and lasting topic mastery
Watch out for this new edition!

This fully revised second edition provides a comprehensive exam review of frequently encountered imaging gamuts in all major radiological subspecialties. Retaining the acclaimed high-yield format of the first edition, this book includes 330 new and updated cases organized by subspecialty with a final section that compiles cases from each segment. The left page features clinical images, radiographic findings, and patient history. The right page includes the key imaging gamut, ranked differential diagnoses, additional diagnostic considerations, and clinical pearls.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
• Ace the board with accurate descriptions of key differentials
• Review over 800 high-quality images from various imaging gamuts
• Use two-page spreads for concise views of rank-ordered differentials

IDENTIFY THE TOP 3 DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES
• Abscess
• Demyelinating disease
• Germ cell tumor
• Hypertensive hemorrhage
• Meningioma
• Neoplasm
• Resolving contusion
• Subacute infarct
• Vascular malformation
• Arachnoid cyst

A young man with mental status changes

DIAGNOSIS, EVERY WAY

O’Brien, 2015
Brain and Meninges
ISBN 978-1-60406-723-1
€99.99

Meyers, 2017
Head and Neck
ISBN 978-1-62623-475-8
€159.99

Spine
€129.99

Bohndorf, 2016
Imaging of Bones and Joints
ISBN 978-3-13-240647-6
€179.99

Examine. Diagnose. Repeat.

Your essential medical imaging library with one click

MedOne Radiology lets you explore topics, download images, and search Thieme content, anytime.

E-BOOKS
Browse Thieme’s extensive collection of radiology e-books

RADCASES
Prepare for exams by working through real patient cases

E-JOURNALS
Keep up with research using Thieme’s latest journal articles

Sign up for a free trial
medone-radiology.thieme.com
Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is a current breast imaging technology that views inside the breast, layer by layer. Filling the need for hands-on clinical learning tools for this increasingly implemented technique, this multimedia textbook is the most definitive DBT reference available.

The better test for breast cancer detection
The first textbook dedicated to abbreviated breast MRI (AB-MR), this book is edited by principle investigators in the first AB-MR multicenter trial.

AB-MR FEATURES
- 10 minutes or less to perform
- Comparable cost to screening breast ultrasound
- Detects twice as many cancers as combined mammography and ultrasound screening
- Improved performance irrespective of breast density, family history, overall risk, and cancer characteristics

Clinical Breast Tomosynthesis
A Case-Based Approach
Lonie R. Salkowski
Tanya W. Moseley

A remarkable interactive DBT reference
Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is a current breast imaging technology that views inside the breast, layer by layer. Filling the need for hands-on clinical learning tools for this increasingly implemented technique, this multimedia textbook is the most definitive DBT reference available.

New!
Breast Cancer: Diagnostic Imaging and Therapeutic Guidance
Uwe Fischer
Friedemann Baum
Susanne Luftner-Nagel

Compare modalities and hone your techniques
This concise, practical source of diagnostic and therapeutic information focuses on reducing false diagnoses to the minimum by comparatively evaluating various diagnostic imaging modalities depending on highly variable individual presentations.

FEATURES
- Richly illustrated with almost 600 images including histology, patient photographs, and radiological studies
- Adjunct topics including screening and staging, lymph nodes, chemotherapy, and more
- Over 100 years of combined author experience
- BI-RADS classification for mammography, breast ultrasound, and breast MRI
- Discussion of galactography, contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging, and more

Do you know:
- Which modality to use?
- How to recognize abnormalities?
- How to derive the correct diagnosis?
- What diseases are possible for any given set of symptoms and findings?

New!
Body Imaging: Thorax and Abdomen
Anatomical Landmarks, Image Findings, Diagnosis
Gabriele A. Krombach
Andreas H. Mahnken

Reflecting everyday realities of body imaging
This superbly illustrated book describes the principal anatomic landmarks of the chest and abdomen so readers can orient themselves, interpret findings, and make diagnoses. With every modality in one volume, this book saves time typically wasted looking up questions in multiple texts. This radiology workstation in book form has boxes to summarize key points and a precise, step-by-step guide to streamline diagnosis.
RadCases
Key cases for rounds, rotations, and exams

RADCASES BOOKS FEATURE:
• User-friendly two-page spreads perfect for studying
• 100 carefully chosen cases with high-quality radiographs
• At least 150 additional online cases not featured in the book
• A year of free access to a searchable database of all the cases in the book and the supplemental online content

COMPLETE YOUR RADCASES SERIES

Nuclear Medicine
Appelbaum, 2011
£54.99

Ultrasound Imaging
Azar, 2015
£49.99

Genitourinary Imaging
Chopra, 2012
ISBN 978-1-60406-324-0
£54.99

Interventional Radiology
Second Edition
Ferral, 2018
£59.99

Musculoskeletal Radiology
Second Edition
García, 2018
ISBN 978-1-62623-244-0
£59.99

Pediatric Imaging
Second Edition
Gunderman, 2018
£59.99

Gastrointestinal Imaging
Lorenz, 2011
£54.99

Cardiac Imaging
Restrepo, 2010
£54.99

Thoracic Imaging
Restrepo, 2011
£54.99

Neuro Imaging
Riascos, 2011
£54.99

Breast Imaging
Salkowski, 2014
£54.99

Head and Neck Imaging
Shah, 2017
£49.99

Emergency Radiology
Yu, 2015
ISBN 978-1-60406-832-0
£49.99

This stepwise, practical guide addresses revolutionary mobile ultrasonography with bullet-point text, informative figures, clinical examples, and accompanying videos. The reader-friendly quick-reference chapters in this book describe appropriate setup, anatomic landmarks, probe and patient positioning, comparative normal anatomy, relevant pathologic anatomy, and available injection techniques for 14 anatomic areas and conditions.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
• Full-color photographs depict proper positioning
• Advice on settings addresses how to achieve the best images
• Ultrasound images demonstrate deformities and normal anatomy
• Instructive videos highlight ultrasound techniques

New!
Ultrasound of the Hand and Upper Extremity
A Step-by-Step Guide
John R. Fowler Jr.
Nandkumar M. Rawool
2018/202 pp./
340 illus./softcover/
€119.99

The state of the art in mobile ultrasonography

Diagnostic Musculoskeletal Ultrasound and Guided Injection: A Practical Guide
Peter Resteghini
2018/192 pp./
516 illus./softcover/
€94.99

Learn to diagnose and inject with imaging

Paired, heavily-illustrated chapters describe diagnostic imaging and image-guided musculoskeletal injection techniques.

BENEFITS TO MUSCULOSKELETAL ULTRASOUND
• Cost-effective
• No ionizing radiation
• Highly portable scanners
• Great accuracy in certain interventions

Visit www.thieme.com to learn more about our products and special offers.
The exceptional guide to neoplastic skull base imaging
Written by a cadre of prominent neurosurgeons, head and neck surgeons, radiologists, and radiation oncologists, this concise book analyzes the complexities of cancer imaging in the skull base.

PERKS TO THE BOOK
• Fundamentals of skull base imaging including recent advances in modalities
• Over 400 color drawings, radiographs, and color photos
• Clinically-oriented approach focusing on diagnostic and prognostic features
• Easy-to-use atlas of skull base CT and MRI anatomy
• Insights into tumor growth pathways

Confront clinical challenges
This fully revised and updated third edition is the first in collaboration between Thieme and the Society for Interventional Radiology (SIR). It discusses everything from pathophysiology to state-of-the-art treatment for portal hypertension. A potentially serious condition, portal hypertension presents considerable clinical challenges due to the delicate nature of the impacted organs, veins, and vessels.

THIS BOOK
• Explains hepatic and portal venous anatomy relative to procedures
• Demonstrates anatomical structures and technical methodologies
• Describes Transjugular Intrahepatic Portosystemic Shunt (TIPS), Balloon-Occluded Retrograde Transvenous Obliteration (BRTO) and BATO techniques, clinical study outcomes, and utilization for gastric varices

Visit www.thieme.com to learn more about our products and special offers.
This edition features new images and incorporates information on the latest technical advances in the field, discussing such important topics as 3 T, specific absorption rate (SAR), arterial spin labeling, continuous moving table MR, and time-resolved contrast enhanced MR angiography.

Key Features

- Contrast-enhanced MR angiography, spectroscopy, perfusion, and advanced parallel imaging/data sparsity techniques
- Discussion of MR-PET, 7 T, interventional MR, 4D flow, CAIPIRINHA, radial acquisition, simultaneous multislice, and compressed sensing

The second edition of this concise, portable book includes information on how to perform and read echocardiograms and to navigate the numerous imaging planes that transect the heart.

HIGHLIGHTS

- Over 400 echocardiograms, schematic diagrams, and 3D images
- Detailed descriptions of acoustic windows and imaging planes
- Nearly 80 new videos showing normal views and pathologies
This authoritative guide discusses optical coherence tomography angiography, a groundbreaking imaging technique revolutionizing retinal disease diagnosis and management. Noninvasive, OCTA obviates the need for dye and yields unparalleled detail, obviating the need for dye and yields unprecedented resolution. OCTA redefines disease diagnosis and imaging, enabling early detection and treatment of retinal diseases.

FEATURES
• Hands-on pearls from trailblazers
• Cases with multimodal images and retinalopathy, arterial occlusions, and AMD, diabetes

Learning points
• Noninvasive, OCTA
• Retinal disease diagnosis and management
• AMD, diabetes
• Arterial occlusions

This authoritative guide discusses optical coherence tomography angiography, a groundbreaking imaging technique revolutionizing retinal disease diagnosis and management. Noninvasive, OCTA obviates the need for dye and yields unprecedented detail, obviating the need for dye and yields unprecedented resolution. OCTA redefines disease diagnosis and imaging, enabling early detection and treatment of retinal diseases.
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